
DANVERS SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
REGULAR MEETING 
      August 24, 2020 

Multi-purpose room - Holten Richmond Middle School 
 

 
School Committee Members Present:               David Thomson, Chair 
                                                                               Eric Crane, Secretary 
                                                                     Jeffrey Kay 

 Arthur Skarmeas 
 Mary Beth Verry- Remotely     

 
VOTED:  Policy - Superintendent recommended the following policy updates  due to COVID 19 for a  
                  second reading 

A. Transportation 
B. COVID-19 Student Handbook Addendum (masks) 
C. Calendars 
D. Town Travel Policy 

                  Mr. Skarmeas moved to adopt all updates to the policies.  Mr. Kay seconded the motion.  
                 The vote was unanimous.  
 
VOTED:  Homeschooling Proposals -The Superintendent recommends the approval of the Notice  

     of Intent for Home Education for the 2020-2021 school year.  Mr. Crane moved to approve the  
     proposals to homeschool.   Mr. Skarmeas seconded the motion.  The vote was unanimous.  
 

VOTED:    Handbooks - The Superintendent recommends the approval of the proposed 2020-2021  
                   Pre-K-12  Student/Parent  Handbooks for a first reading. Dr. Dana gave an overview of the  
                    language changes and addendum due to COVID 19.  The vote was unanimous. 

 
VOTED:   Adjournment – Mr. Skarmeas  moved to adjourn the regular meeting at  9:37 p.m.    
                   Mr. Crane seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous. 
 
 
I.       CALL TO ORDER 

                    A.   Executive Order on  Remote Participation & Remote Conduct for Open Meetings 
                          The Script for Remotely Conducted Open Meetings was read by the Chair.  
 
                    B.    Regular Meeting Call to Order 
                           Mr Thomson called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. and  informed the audience that 

the meeting was being recorded and being broadcast on DCAT. Mr. Thomson also 
addressed the structure of the meeting noting that space limitations prevented the public 
from being invited.  

 
            II.       INFORMATION FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT 

A. Introduction of Highlands Principal and HRMS Assistant Principal- Dr. Dana introduced John 
Obremski as the new Highlands School Principal, while Mr. Federico introduced Julie Sgroi as a 
new assistant principal to the middle school, giving a summary of their experiences and 
accomplishments.  Mr. Obremski and Ms. Sgroi both thanked Danvers for the opportunity to  be a 
part of the District as well as thanking staff for the warm welcome.  



B. Reopening of Schools -update  - Dr. Dana gave an update for reopening, recapping the survey and 
questions added to the FAQ posted on the website. Mrs. Wermers took over the presentation 
displaying work that was done to show how remote and hybrid learning will work together.  She 
noted that 84.3% of parents opted for hybrid learning while 15.7% opted for remote learning. 
Schedules of what a day would look like were shared for both options.  English Language Learners, 
Special Education and economically disadvantaged students will have individualized weekly 
schedules to fit their needs.  Mrs. Powers went over the preschool classroom setup, materials, class 
sizes and different and best use of space within her building.  The start date for preschool was 
announced to be September 21st.  Transportation concerns were addressed as a work in progress 
with more information upcoming.  Mr. St. Pierre spoke on the athletic guidelines set forward from 
MIAA and DESE.  Dr. Dana then spoke about the timeline set forth by DESE and went over slides 
showing the next steps for the District.  Questions and comments were presented by  the Committee.  

C.   DHS culture and social media posts - next steps - Mr. Thomson read a statement regarding equity 
in the District.  Dr. Dana gave a presentation and acknowledged social media posts about 
discrimination in the District.  She said the mission is to promote a safe, supportive learning 
environment.  Work has been taking place with the Essex County Learning Community Grant to 
create a Cultural Proficiency Action Plan. Teachers have attended professional development and 
presentations to assist in SEL and equity.  A Great Oak based planning group has formed the 
Families of Color group and has extended an invitation to join for all in the District.  Summer 
institutes on Culturally Responsive TrainingThe Brain and  were attended by teachers. Mr. Thomson 
said an organization to review the complaints on social media would be investigating and bringing 
forward ways to improve the culture.  He stated updates on information would be presented at the 
next meeting.  Discussion took place and questions were raised from the Committee regarding social 
media.  
 

IV.         UNFINISHED BUSINESS  
A.    Policy - Superintendent recommended the following policy updates due to COVID 19 for a  

                second reading 
A. Transportation 
B. COVID-19 Student Handbook Addendum (masks) 
C. Calendars 
D. Town Travel Policy 

              As voted 
 
 V. NEW BUSINESS  

A.    Homeschooling Proposals -The Superintendent recommends the approval of the Notice  
        of Intent  for  Home Education for the 2020-2021 school year.  Dr. Dana gave a summary of  
        the students requesting to homeschool this year.  As voted 
 
B.  Handbooks - The Superintendent recommends the approval of the proposed 2020-2021  
      Pre-K-12  Student/Parent  Handbooks for a first reading.  As voted 
 

VI.     ORDER OF BUSINESS 
        A.   Communications – Dr. Dana shared the reopening plan and the website for NEC.  
 



        B.    Legislation –  Mr. Crane said  he spoke with Representative Spiliotis’ office and they have no  
             news to share.  They did however note concerns that educational incentives may lessen depending  
             on the current situation.  They will be keeping an eye on the budget. 
 

 
         C.    Subcommittee/Liaison Update 
 
                  DEEP – There were no new updates from DEEP this meeting.  
 

    DanversCARES – Mr. Kay said they are in the process of scheduling monthly meetings.  
 
    SEPAC  -  Dr. Dana thanked SEPAC for their efforts in assisting with the reopening of the  
    school year. 
 
     Policy -  There were no new updates for Policy this meeting.  
 
     DHRIC -  There were no new updates for DHRIC this meeting.  
 

   VIII.    MINUTES – As voted  
 
   IX.    BUDGET and DONATIONS 

Dr. Dana thanked Staples Connect for their generous donation of school supplies and face 
shields.. 
 

XII.   PERSONNEL 
Announcement of Resignations, Leaves of Absence and Appointments – Dr. Dana  presented the 
memo dated August 2020. 

 
  
 

The next meeting will be held on September 14, 2020  at 7 p.m.  
 

               Respectfully submitted, 
 

                  Eric Crane, Secretary 
                   Danvers School Committee 

  



Public Comments Received 8/24/2020 

Julie 
O’Neill 

To the Danvers School Committee, I am writing this letter to voice my concerns regarding the 
vote to return to school with a hybrid model for teachers and students. As educators, we often 
talk about "best practices", so I am left questioning why we are returning to in-person 
instruction before all safety precautions are in place? To this day, many teacher concerns have 
been left unaddressed. This decision undoubtedly makes it impossible for teachers and 
administrators to indeed showcase their "best practices". Personally, I am extremely concerned 
about potentially exposing myself to over a 1,000 people a day when I have purposefully kept 
my bubble small. Remote learning was not an easy transition for myself or my students. My 
classes are project-based, collaborative and hands-on. However, I adapted to the remote 
environment and created a new curriculum that was informative, challenging and creative. The 
state guidelines note that use of shared computers and cameras is allowed as long as they are 
sanitized. This has resulted in a number of questions that have yet to be answered: 1) Will 
there be funding to purchase storage drives for students as chromebooks are not built for 
storing data/video/audio files? 2) Will funding to purchase additional equipment to fulfill 
safety requirements be available? 3) Who will create or approve the cleaning schedule for 
equipment in my class? 4) Will I be provided with the essential supplies to ensure these items 
are thoroughly cleaned without jeopardizing the integrity of the electronics? In short, this 
decision doesn’t just affect Danvers citizens. It also affects the teachers that live in other 
communities and those individuals in their bubble. I hope that you are willing to approve a 
model that takes into consideration the safety of everyone in and around the Danvers 
community. Thank you, Julie O’Neill 

Jen Sisson My name is Jen Sisson and I am a  teacher. I had some questions about the HVAC systems in 
our buildings. I have already asked these answers and have not received a reply. American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has updated 
their recommendations for schools and that schools should meet or exceed acceptable codes 
and standards. According to ASHRAE standards, have you ordered and installed MERV 13 
filters for the HVAC units? Have you ordered portable HEPA/UV machines for each 
classroom that will have a minimum of 2 air rotations an hour? These mitigate risk for bacteria, 
viruses, pathogens, and germs. Have you ordered and installed humidifiers in AHUs and 
Packaged rooftops or if not possible, installed duct mounted humidifiers in each classroom as 
an alternative as recommended by ASHRAE? In each building are the isolation rooms directly 
exhausted so as not to mix this air with other spaces? Will the nurses offices and the isolation 
rooms meet the temperature and humidity, ventilation, filtration, space pressurization, and 
space air distribution/diffusion design criteria/guidelines? Will all of these be serviced 
monthly? This is such a crucial issue to help minimize the risk to the students, their families, 
faculty and staff. As one student wrote to the teachers-the town of Danvers lost one teacher and 
it devastated the community. We don't want that to happen again. Especially if it is due to 
improper HVAC equipment. 



Jodi 
Martin 

This grid was sent out to different moms social media sites ..stating it was from the Danvers 
school teachers Very upsetting. It looks like they will be punishing the children whom families 
decided to send the to school. Seems very extreme and very cold. Please acknowledge and 
speak of this at the meeting As it has parents very disappointed I just marked a few that 
seemed completely over the top. And no lockers? So they will be expected to carry coats to 
every classroom ..that is worse for infection control We need some real answers. It has been 
too long with not knowing what the plans are. 

Deb 
Gesualdo 

I am writing to inquire as to what steps can be taken in regard to giving the public access to 
real-time public comment for Danvers School Committee meetings. Please provide 
information to answer the following questions: 
1. What steps are being taken to make sure that the general public in Danvers knows how to 
submit public comment and knows when and where to look for it when it is made public? 
2. How long after each School Committee meeting does it take for written public comment to 
be posted in a place that is accessible and easy for residents of Danvers to find? 
3. Are the public comments posted in a format that is accessible to screen readers and is the 
posted public comment available in all community languages for those who might need 
translated materials? 
4. Why is real-time public comment not facilitated as it is in many other municipalities? 
Real-time public comment can be facilitated via various web platforms, such as Zoom webinar, 
Google Meet, etc. 
5. Is there a plan in place to create space for real-time public comment so that the voices of the 
public can be heard and not reduced only to written word? 
6. What accountability measures are in place to ensure that every single public comment 
submitted is posted with the exact wording with which it was submitted? 
It is my firm belief that all municipalities should create as much access as possible to elected 
bodies at all times, but even more so during a global pandemic. The decisions made by the 
Danvers School Committee impact students, families, school employees, and the entire 
community. Governor Baker’s executive order in regard to open meetings states, “Adequate, 
alternative means” may include, without limitation, providing public access through telephone, 
internet, or satellite enabled audio or video conferencing or any other technology that enables 
the public to clearly follow the proceedings of the public body in real time.“ 
The spirit of the executive order is to create real-time access for the public. The community 
should have the ability to access real-time public comment, in keeping with the spirit of the 
executive order. 

Lauren 
Lynch 

Everyone is working so hard from school administrators, the teachers union, and you, the 
school board, for a safe return to school. I really do appreciate everyone’s efforts to help 
Danvers children return to healthy school buildings with teachers who feel comfortable and 
confident that they have also made the right decision for the students in front of them and their 
own family members. I need to feel confident that the HRMS building is as prepared as 
possible for everyone’s return. For these reasons, I am requesting that Merv-13 filters be 
installed and where not possible portable HEPA filtration air purifiers be provided. 
> I think that this is a reasonable request that all parents would also want for their children. 



Marianne 
Springer 

Do the hybrid model reopening plans for each school meet the following MA Phase 3 part 1 
indoor gathering space requirements, enabling student lunches to be served in cafeterias and 
gymnasiums within the presently scheduled lunch breaks? If not, are the school lunch plans 
dependent on MA moving to another reopening phase? MA Phase 3 part 1 reopening website 
extract: Under the updated gatherings order, indoor gatherings are limited to eight people per 
1,000 square feet, but should not exceed 25 people in a single enclosed, indoor space. 

Melinda 
Sheehy 

I’m writing to ask about the DTA being able to speak at school committee. It’s my 
understanding that one of our members was denied and I’m curious why that would be. I feel 
that many people continue to have questions that have not been answered and hoped that the 
school committee meeting tomorrow would be helpful. 

Amy 
O'Connor 

I would like to thank all of you for the hard work you have been putting in all summer to create 
a plan for these difficult times. As I have been thinking about everything, I have come up with 
a few questions that I believe are important for us all to consider. What happens to the “2 
hybrid, 1 remote” teacher groups if we have to go back and forth between remote and hybrid 
schedules? How will our roles change/ adapt? When will we find out what teacher teams we 
are working with? When will we find out our updated class lists that reflect who opted for fully 
remote? During remote learning, if we are “live” with half the class during the entire school 
day, will we not be doing 1 to 1 conferences and focused/strategy small group lessons? With 
cohorts, will there be any thinking about friendships/ personalities when forming them? What 
happens when teachers need to use the restroom? Will someone be allowed to cover our 
classroom? How will we ensure social distance measures at the bathrooms, for both students 
and teachers? For example, at Riverside we have 1 female staff restroom for 60+ staff. Will we 
have bathroom monitors? What if students start using “I have to go to the bathroom” as a 
movement break- it is one of the only times students will get to get up from their desks. I do 
not feel comfortable telling students “no” if they say they really have to use the restroom. 



Marianne 
Springer 

Although I am not a Danvers resident, I have taught at Danvers ... for 18 years. In reviewing 
the agenda for this Monday's meeting, I once again do not see an opportunity for public 
comment during the meeting. While remote meetings make this more challenging, I cannot 
understand why the DTA has not been allocated time to speak on reopening in any meeting. 
Similarly, if there have been requests from other community organizations who represent 
stakeholders, they should also be welcomed. We teachers are expected to teach in-person in 
just a few short weeks with groups of 17 students per classroom, so your hybrid meeting can 
surely handle a larger group than just the school committee and school administration. I 
believe that your meeting location would handle up to 25 people, because I think that these are 
the current gathering rules: Under the updated gatherings order, indoor gatherings are limited 
to eight people per 1,000 square feet, but should not exceed 25 people in a single enclosed, 
indoor space. In other school districts, and presumably in Danvers during regular (pre-covid) 
school committee meetings, union representatives and any community members who attended 
the meeting in person were allowed to make comments or ask questions, though the questions 
were not necessarily answered during that meeting. Many districts have continued that process 
at least to some extent during remote meetings. 
Although it may not presently be feasible to allow everyone who might attend the meeting in 
person to participate, I call upon you to find some creative method for key invested 
stakeholders, especially the DTA, but perhaps also support staff unions, parent, and 
community mental health service providers, to speak and be heard directly by all community 
members who view the meeting. I'm guessing from your comments at the last meeting about 
all of the emails you've seen that you could select representative diverse voices to invite, even 
at this late date. I would have emailed sooner, but when I heard the meeting was planned to be 
in-person, I didn't anticipate that public comment would again be suppressed. I certainly can't 
fully imagine how much time and effort has been expended by school committee members, the 
school administrative leadership team, and the reopening committees, however, I am very 
appreciative of this work. Please expand Monday's meeting to include voices that will provide 
meeting viewers with transparency into the complexity of school reopening perspectives, with 
a goal of increased understanding throughout the community. 



Linda 
Armstron
g 

When you think back on your elementary school years, what do you remember? I remember 
playing tag at recess. I remember partner- reading with my best friend. I remember laughter. I 
am in the 26th year of my teaching career. Epping, NH, Marshfield, MA, and Danvers are the 
communities where I have had the privilege to teach and nurture children ages 8-11. I love 
what I do. There is nothing, other than raising my own children, that makes me happier than 
learning and growing alongside my students. Enter COVID. Teachers and students were 
separated. During the spring of 2020 everyone did their very best. Students. Parents. Teachers. 
Administrators. Summer arrived, and with it, hopes soared that COVID would be a thing of the 
past. It isn't. Time after time the United States experiences spikes in COVID cases as people 
come together. A hybrid model is presented as the best way to open schools in the fall. But is it 
the best? Face to face learning is optimum. Partner reading, small group instruction, team 
building activities, and yes, playing tag at recess are all a part of the school experience. But 
they will not be a part of an in school experience this year. Students must remain 6 feet apart 
from their friends. No tag. No partner reading, and no small group instruction.The photographs 
attached to this email show my classroom with 12 desks and one teacher table-for a computer. 
Students cannot access the classroom library and remain socially distanced. There is not 
enough space for a table where small group instruction can take place. Is the hybrid model 
safe? I attended the ZOOM school committee meeting earlier in this month. I learned that the 
current school air filters, part of an HVAC system, are at a merv level 8, not the recommended 
13.Our filters will not filter out the COVID virus. I went to my classroom today to look for a 
vent. I found it on the floor in the corner of my room. Is it part of an HVAC system? I don't 
know. I held a piece of paper up to the vent to see if there was any airflow- there wasn't.( I 
have included a video for you to see.) I don't believe there is sufficient exchange of air in the 
classrooms. But I am not an expert. Does the AC in HVAC stand for air conditioning? None of 
the classrooms at my school have air conditioning. We do have windows. They open about 3 
inches. This is hardly sufficient for cooling or movement of air. The world has suffered greatly 
since COVID made its presence known. There is so much that is beyond our control. Please 
reconsider opening this fall with the hybrid model. Choose the full remote model instead. This 
is something you can control. Do this for the children and their families. Do this for the 
teachers and theirs. 

Marianne 
Springer 

1) Student interaction (in person): In a class of up to 17 students, typical student interaction has 
been in groups of 2-4 students. With 6 foot distancing and masks, how are students actually 
going to interact in these smaller groups/pairs? A classroom is quite loud during these 
interactions when the students sit together. 
2) Student/Teacher interaction (remote): This FAQ document now states: Hybrid Remote 
Days: With the hybrid model we currently are planned to implement, three days of the week 
are remote for each student. On these remote days, students will be meeting with their teacher 
and classmates for live lessons via Google Meet. 
Does this mean that the privacy and legal concerns about teachers lives-streaming their 
in-person classes to remote students have been addressed? Elsewhere in the FAQs, this still 
seems to be "under review". Whether or not this live-streaming is the new plan, please further 
describe the logistics for and frequency of these Google Meet live lessons. 



Mike 
Budwey 

Hello, my name is Mike Budwey and I am writing again as a concerned household member of 
a DPS employee after not receiving a response from my August 6th email. I have been made 
aware that the school committee will be meeting in person for their next meeting in a large 
auditorium and spaced 10 feet apart from each other. I was also made aware that they will not 
be allowing any comments or input from DPS teachers, even those who are parents who have 
children in the DPS system and wish to comment as parents. It is extremely concerning to me 
that this committee does not appear to place any value at all on hearing any kind of input from 
the people they are making decisions for, They appear to have no qualms about sending people 
into unsafe buildings with inadequate social distancing while they allow themselves to take 
every precaution necessary for their own safety. This is especially concerning given Arthur 
Skarmeas' comment at the last meeting that, "....we gotta have a high bar. Okay? And certainly, 
you know, I mean anybody that gets sick, anybody that passes away is a terrible thing but it 
happens in all parts of life." What is Arthur Skarmeas' high bar for appropriate loss of life? Are 
there specific departments where it would be more acceptable? How many children would be 
acceptable? It is very frustrating as someone with a family member working in DPS to see 
such a flippant attitude taken when it comes to the lives of the employees and students. I 
implore the school committee to listen to those whom would they would force into unsafe 
conditions and hear what they have to say. They truly want what is best for everyone, students 
and employees. 

Carolyn 
Wilson 

 
I know there are many questions about schools re-opening and there has been information 
circulating that the Danvers teachers do not feel the District is ready to re-open safely. I have 2 
comments/ questions I would like shared with the committee: 
1. Is the District prepared with staff, technology, supplies and safety protocols to ensure a safe 
return to school? If the Committee cannot answer this question in the affirmative I strongly 
urge you to make the decision tonight that we need to start remote. This will allow teachers to 
focus on teaching and parents can have enough notice to plan. If we are not ready let's be 
honest. 
2. I continue to be disappointed in the lack of opportunities for parents to have 2 way 
communication with the Superintendent and administration. It is disappointing that you and the 
Superintendent have decided that there is not a need for parent forums. Unfortunately what has 
happened is that parents have turned to social media for information. This has created 
divisiveness and misinformation. I had asked early on that forums be held so we could have 
productive conversations that model the values of our District. I again ask that the 
administration and school committee consider opportunities for these parent discussions. 
I am hopeful that all the emails and communications that you and the other members of the 
committee have received have been carefully reviewed and considered. I recognize that this is 
a hard decision and there are no right answers, but there are also no sides. Teachers want to 
teach, the administration is trying to figure this all out and parents want our children to receive 
the high quality education that Danvers is known for. We all want our students, staff and 
community to be safe in this unprecedented time. 



Melanie 
Skane 

I am writing in anticipation of tonight’s school committee meeting. I am a parent  and am 
hopeful the hybrid model continues to be available. While I am nervous about covid, I think 
we have to try if not now then when? As long as strict guidelines are in place and followed, It 
can be done. 

Shawn 
Hillier 

I understand the anxiety around returning to school in the fall during the COVID pandemic. I 
believe the data strongly support a full return to school. However, due to the uncertainty of 
what will transpire, I am in full support of the return to school with a hybrid approach. 
There are few relevant examples of how to proceed during a virus that has impacted us like 
COVID. I would like to take the influenza virus as a baseline and compare the current COViD 
situation to a normal flu season. MA typically has ~3,000 deaths per year from the flu. 
Assuming a 200 day flu season (~6.5 months), MA experiences 150 deaths per day. Currently 
~20 people are dying every day from COVID. Like the flu, 75% of people who die of COVID 
are 55 years old and greater. I recognize that the safety of the students is only one concern of 
reopening schools this Fall. Teachers and administrators must also be protected as best as 
possible. I would urge for a common sense approach where teachers who are older, but too 
young to retire be allowed to assist with remote learning and utilize their skills safely, from 
home. Similarly teachers, who are too afraid to report daily to teach should be able to teach 
remotely. The results of your own survey showed 80-85% of parents AND teachers preferred a 
return to school in some form. This clearly shows a, perhaps vocal, minority dictating the path 
for the majority. The limping into the end of the year that Danvers called remote learning was 
an epic waste of time and student learning was significantly impacted. To start another year the 
same way would be an utter disaster. Allow the minority of teachers and minority of parents to 
opt into remote learning. But for the majority of students (and teachers) who would like to 
attend school and actually learn something, let them attend, at least part time, to actually get 
the education that they deserve. Thank you for your attention. I’m happy to talk more at any 
time. 

 

Arman 
Shirikyan 

Can you guarantee my child's safety and teacher's safety from COVID carrier that has no 
symptoms? - What happens during lunchtime when all students take off their masks and eat 
or drink water? 

Nicholas 
Bridle 

Will you be disseminating the powerpoint to parents, or making it public?  

Mira Maioli For hybrid model for grades 4 and 5 when my children are home on their 2 remote days, will 
they be "zooming" into their actual classroom while the second cohort class is in session or 
will they be learning on their own?  

Robin 
Doherty 

Hi, as a lifelong resident of Danvers, it's extremely disheartening that you're going to send 
staff and children back to an unsafe school. it's almost as though you're okay with the fact 
that community members, teachers, secretaries, children, custodians, nurses, and 
administration, will all get sick and could possibly die. The schools are in no way ready for 
anyone to go back.  



Lindsey 
L’Italien 

I think it’s extremely important that special education services are carefully looked at. At 
this time hybrid special education may be having all of there services put into two days this 
is not acceptable. Special Education students should be provided there instruction and 
services throughout the five day week . Please advise how this is being handled.  

Suzanne 
Tibbetts 

Are teachers going to be required to get flu shots too?  

Nicole 
Tavares 

If we start school on September 16th, Is first day of school remote learning?  

Brian 
Bolger 

It appears teachers union is against in person teaching until the schools are at a level 13 and 
Danvers is only at a level 8. So if this is true why was this not brought to attention and what 
is the plan of teachers do not plan to teach in person? What happens when teachers call in 
sick? Seems that this was not brought to the agenda.  

Bill Lowes Why are you preventing teachers to attend these meetings? You have extra capacity tonight. 
Over 100 teachers protested lack of participation in these meetings. Minimally you should 
let a Teacher union rep in the room. Mr. Crane talked about "This is what it would be like". 
No. no classroom is as large as the room you are in. Shame for not letting actual education 
professionals who will be in the rooms for 6 hours speak to appropriate planning. I doubt 
you will actually read these comments verbatim as you should under open meeting laws, and 
I will be posting this email on social media to demonstrate your lack of adherence to public 
comment.  

Thom 
DeCoff 

Since we’re expecting a surge combined with flu this fall, at what point do we revert to 
remote. What are the rules..say 5% infection rate, governor’s rules...what are danvers’ 
perimeters?  

Michelle 
Corso 

I'm wondering if it's true that our children in the hybrid model will be sitting at their desk 
with a chrome book instead of a personalized lesson from their teacher?  

Michelle 
Pabisz 

I'm watching the committee meeting and I have a question. Will full remote students be able 
to participate in extracurricular activities such as band or chorus?  

Rebecca 
(Doherty) 
Froncki 

What is the plan for substitute teachers when teachers are out due to needing to be 
quarantined after exposure or sickness? Have the schools HVAC systems been uodated to 
ensure adequate airflow? What contact tracing measures do you have in place? What is the 
plan to have enough PPE? I don't think these questions have been adequately answered to 
ensure safe return to school, even in a hybrid model.  

Hannah 
Srebnik 

I am writing to inquire about amplification systems/ microphones for classroom teachers. I 
am concerned about the ability for my students to hear me while I am wearing a mask. I am 
worried I will have to continually be raising my voice in order for students to hear 
adequately.  

Sherrill Ellis I am so happy about the full remote option that will be taught by Danvers Faculty. I 
apologize if this was already talked about but I am wondering if the remote learning will be 
taught by Danvers teachers or supplemental staff? Also will they be taught by Danvers 
teachers from their neighborhood school?  



Suzanne 
Tibbetts 

With so many families running in to major childcare issues, how is it fair that teacher’s 
children get to go four days? Doesn’t make sense. They should pay for daycare just like 
everyone else. All working parents should have this option too. 

Eric Page I heard a lot during the meeting about racism and the issues we are faced with as a 
community. The main thing I did not hear was repercussions. What will happen to a student 
or faculty member on a 1st occurrence of such an issue, 2nd, 3rd and so on. I think to have a 
plan laid out impacting those acting in such a manner will suffer some form of discipline. To 
say we will coach will not impact any of these people that are completing these actions. 
Jeffrey Kay did bring up excellent points on this but I think that these decisions for what he 
mentioned need to be made public so we know as a community tolerance of such behavior is 
no longer there, complacency is just as bad as the act itself.  

Josh Rudin After watching the school committee meeting for the past almost 2 hours I want to give a 
HUGE THANK YOU to the committee members asking the tough questions, the school reps 
with the countless hours putting multiple plans together for reopening and defending 
everything to tight scrutiny. It’s so impressive and amazing the level of passion and 
dedication to the kids from everyone. Thank you all for everything you do for our kids.  

Jen Lafata The actions of a few does not mean the culture of an entire school needs to change or is bad. 
Please do not turn this into an entire town problem when it us not.  

Karen 
Nelson 

I certainly hope that the school attorney is more willing to believe that those posting on 
social media may actually be telling the truth and is taking the selection of the outside 
consultant seriously because the school committee is not sounding that way. It seems like 
some of them are disregarding information just because it comes from social media. While 
they may not have a big presence online, that is how many students communicate. With 
regard to Arthur's comment about the school committee "approving " what is being 
investigated, isn't that another work around for sweeping things under the rug??? Why do 
they get to pick what is important and what isn't? If there is a claim that they don't want to 
have to address can they just tell the consultant not to include it? I am hearing a lot about 
actions that were taken by students but not so much about the bullying and sexual 
harassment by teachers allegations. Sweeping under the rug isn't just caused by privacy 
concerns. I know of multiple instances, where the focus of the actions taken by the school 
are much more focused on keeping the school looking good than addressing the actual 
problem.  

 


